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Introduction 
In [10] H. C. WANG has determined the compact two-point homogeneous 
Riemannian manifolds. (See the definition below.) His results imply that 
these spaces are globally symmetric, and hence of rank one [5]. It is the 
purpose of this paper to provide an alternate method of establishing the 
fact that two-point homogeneous manifolds are symmetric. The classifi-
cation of all groups acting transitively on spheres is not used, in contrast 
to [10], but as in [10], the proof depends on the results of [2]. Also a 
theorem of R. BOTT [3], plays an important role. It must be pointed out 
that we have profited much from WANG'S work [10], to which the present 
paper is but a small appendix. 
1. Some properties of two-point homogeneous manifolds 
Definition: Let M be a connected, compact Riemannian manifold 
with distance function d. M is said to be a two-point homogeneous manifold 
if for any two pairs (p, q) and (p', q') of points in M, satisfying the 
condition d(p, q)=d(p', q'), there is an isometry q; of M, such that q;(p)=p' 
and q;(q)=q'. 
M is said to be a (*)-manifold, if there is a positive real number r, such 
that for any two pairs (p, q) and (p', q') of points in M that satisfy the 
conditions: 
d(p, q)<.r ; d(p', q')<.r ; d(p, q)=d(p', q') 
there is an isometry q; of M, such that q;(p)=p', q;(q)=q'. 
It is clear that a two-point homogeneous manifold is also a (*)-manifold. 
Also it is to be noted that a (*)-manifold is certainly homogeneous in 
the sense that the group G of all isometries of M acts transitively on M. 
It is well-known that the group G of aU isometries is a compact Lie group, 
and moreover G, the identity component of G, also acts transitively on M. 
(Since M is connected). 
1) The author holds a NATO-fellowship, granted by Z.W.O., the Netherlands 
organization for the advancement of pure research. 
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We shall introduce some notation which will be used in the rest of 
this paper. 
(i) lYI stands for a (connected, compact) (*)-manifold. We put m=dim. 
lYI, and suppose m;;;;, 2, the cases m = 0 or 1 being trivial since then 
lYI is either a point or a circle. 
(ii) G will denote the Lie group of isometries of lYI, and G its identity 
component. 
(iii) We fix a point p in lYI, and denote by H the isotropy-subgroup 
of G at p. Then lYI =G/H. 
(iv) U denotes an e-ball about p with the following property: for any 
two points x E U, Y E U there is a geodesic y of length d(x, y) joining 
x to y in U, and this geodesic y is the unique geodesic of length 
d(x, y) joining x to y in lYI. [11] 
(v) The tangent space to lYI at p is denoted by lYIp . 
Now let 'YJ be a real number such that O<'YJ<e<r. Since lYI is a 
(*)-manifold, H acts transitively on the sphere S(p, 'YJ) = {x E lYIJd(x, p) ='YJ}, 
and because S(p, 'YJ) is connected (m;;;;, 2) the identity component of H 
also acts transitively on S(p, 'YJ). Therefore we have: 
Proposition 1.1. Let lYI be a (*)-manifold. There exists a positive 
number 'YJo such that for any two pairs of points (p, q) and (p', q') in lYI, 
satisfying the conditions 
d(p,q)<'YJo; d(p',q')<'YJo ; d(p,q)=d(p',q') 
there exists cp E G, such that cp(p) = p' and cp(q) = q'. 
This proposition allows us to consider lYI as a homogeneous space 
lYI =G/H, where G is a connected group of isometries, without losing the 
(*)-property; we shall do this in the following. 
We also note that the linear isotropy group acts transitively on the 
sphere of radius 'YJ (0 < 'YJ < e) in lYI p. In particular this representation of 
H, which is faithful, is irreducible, and the same is also true true for the 
linear isotropy representation of H o, the identity component of H. 
Proposition 1.2. The Lie algebra Sj of H is a maximal subalgebra 
of @, the Lie algebra of G. 
Proof: Let Sj' be a subalgebra of @ such that Sj C Sj' C @, Sj' +Sj, 
and let H' be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to Sj'. The orbit 
H'. p is a submanifold of lYI, and may be identified with H' /L, where 
L ~ Ho. The tangent space to this orbit at p is a subspace of lYIp , invariant 
under the linear isotropy representation of H 0, so it coincides with lYI p. 
Thus dim Sj'-dim Sj=m, so dimSj'=dim@, and Sj'=@. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 1. 3. Let lYI be a (*)-manifold, lYI =G/H with G con-
nected. Then the geodesics of if are closed, simply closed, and any two 
geodesics are congruent under an isometry cp E G. In particular all geodesics 
have the same length. 
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Proof: M is compact, hence complete. We shall assume that geodesics 
are parametrized by arc length. Now since M is compact, there is a closed 
non-constant geodesic y:R--+M, y(8+L)=y(8), for 8ER, and L the 
"length" of y. See [7]. Let y(O)=p. We may suppose that y(8)=y(0) only 
if 8 is a multiple of L, and we will say that p is a "simple" point of y. 
Now let a be an arbitrary geodesic starting at p. Choose points q and q' 
in U such that q=y(8), q'=a(8), 8<e. Then d(p, q)=d(p, q')=8. Hence 
there exists cp EG with cp(p)=p and cp(q)=q'. The isometry cp transforms 
y: [0, s] --+ M into a geodesic of length s joining p to q'. Therefore y is 
transformed into a by cp, i.e. any two geodesics emanating from pare 
congruent under G. The homogeneity of M then implies that this is true 
for any two geodesics. To show that y is simply-closed, let 0 < So < L, and 
put x=y(so). Let y' be the geodesic starting at x, where y'(s)=y(s+so). 
There is an isometry cp E G, such that cp takes p into x and y into y'. 
Then since p is a simple point of y, x is a simple point of y', i.e. y(s+so) = 
=y(so) only if s is a multiple of L. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 1.4. A (*)-manifold M is either simply connected or 
3l1(M) R:; Z2. 
Proof: If M is not simply connected, any non-trivial element of 3l1(M) 
can be represented by a closed geodesic. Since G is connected and any 
two geodesics are congruent under G, we see that if tX and (3 are non-trivial 
elements in 3l1(M), then tX=(3. Hence 3l1(M) consists of two elements. 
Q.E.D. 
In [3] R. BOTT has studied Riemannian manifolds V with the following 
property: 
(c): There is a point p in V, such that the geodesics emanating from p 
are closed, simply closed, and have the same length. 
He proves the following 
Theorem. (R. Bott). A compact connected Riemannian manifold V, 
having property (c), is either simply connected or 3l1(V) R:; Z2. If V is 
simply connected, the integral cohomology-ring of V is a truncated 
polynomial ring. If 3l1( V) R:; Z2, the universal covering V of V is an 
integral homology-sphere. 
We refer to [3] for the proof of this theorem. 
For further use we now discuss some properties of homogeneous spaces. 
Let L be a compact connected Lie group, K a closed connected sub-
group. The homogeneous space V =L/K has non-negative Euler-charac-
teristic: x( V) ;;;. O. Moreover x( V) > 0 if and only if K has maximal rank, 
and in this case x(V)=index of <1>(K) in <1>(L) , if <1>( ) denotes the Weyl 
group. (Hopf-Samelson [6]) 
Lemma 1.1. Let L be a compact' connected Lie group acting ef-
fectively and transitively on the manifold V, If X( V) > 0, then L has 
trivial center, 
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Proof: Let K be an isotropy subgroup of L. K has maximal rank, 
so let T be a maximal torus with T eKe L. The center of L is contained 
in T, hence the elements of the center of L induce the identity transfor-
mation of V. But L acts effectively. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a compact connected Lie group acting ef-
fectively and transitively on the manifold V. Suppose that the isotropy 
group at a point p E V is a maximal connected subgroup of maximal 
rank. Then L is a centerless simple group. 
Proof: From Lemma 1.1. we know that L has trivial center, so the 
Lie algebra @ of L is semi-simple, and L=L1 x L2 X .•. X Lr is a direct 
product of compact connected, non-abelian, simple Lie groups. (@ is the 
direct sum of simple ideals.) The subgroup K, the isotropy group 
at p, is itself a direct product K = K1 X K2 X ••• x K r , where Kt C Lt for 
i= 1, ... , r. To see this, note that every element of K is on a maximal 
torus of K, that a maximal torus of K is also a maximal torus of L, since 
K and L have equal rank, and so is of the form T1 x ... x T r , where T j 
is a maximal torus of L j , (i = 1, ... , r). This then being the case, at least 
one of the Ki must be different from the L t in which it is contained; let 
us say that K1 =/=L1. Then K1 x L2 X ••• X Lr is a connected proper subgroup 
of L containing K, hence it is equal to K. The subgroup L2 x ... x Lr of 
K is normal in L, so its action on V =L/K is the identity. But as L acts 
effectively, L2 x ... x Lr consists only of the identity, and L=L1 is simple. 
Q.E.D. See BOREL [1 ], WANG [8]. 
Lemma 1.3. Let L, V be as in Lemma 1.1, V =L/K, with K con-
nected. If x(V) is a prime number, then K is a maximal connected sub-
group of maximal rank. (Borel) 
Proof: x(V)=index of <1>(K) III <1>(L). If N is a proper connected 
subgroup such that KeN C L, then <1>(K) C <1>(N), and the groups are 
different if K =/= N. But then X(N /K) divides X( V), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Theorem. (A. Borel; H. C. Wang). Let L be a compact connected 
Lie group, acting effectively and transitively on an even-dimensional 
sphereS2r. Then L is either isomorphic to SO(2r+l) or, if r=3, to G2. 
Sketch of proof: X(S2r) = 2. By Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 1.2 L is 
simple and the isotropy group (which is connected since S2r is simply 
connected) has maximal rank and is a maximal connected subgroup. The 
subgroups of this type for all the compact simple center less Lie groups 
have been determined in [2]. A. Borel has [1], checked that the only 
cases where <1>(K) has index 2 in <1>(L) are, in the Cartan notation: 
(i) Dr in Br 
(ii) A2 in G2 
(r= 1,2, ... ) 
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The corresponding homogeneous spaces are 82r with the usual action 
of SO(2r+l), and 8 6• In this last case G2 acts on 8 6 by considering G2 
as the group of automorphisms of the Cayley algebra, and 8 6 as the set 
of Cayley numbers of norm 1 and real part zero. 
Important remark: It is known that in both cases L also acts 
transitively on the set of two-planes in R2r+l. 
2. The manifolds of odd dimension 
If M has odd dimension and is simply connected, then M is an integral 
homology-sphere, as follows from Bott's theorem. Also in this case H 
is connected. If :7f1(M) ~ Z2, then H is either connected or has two com-
ponents, and if H has two components we have that G/Ho=M. In all 
cases G/Ho is a (*)-manifold and Ho is a compact connected Lie group 
acting transitively and effectively on a sphere of even dimension. But 
then Ho also acts transitively on the set of two-planes in M p, so by 
homogeneity G/Ho has constant CUl'vature. We now state 
Proposition 2.1. If M is an odd-dimensional (*)-manifold, then 
M is a space of constant curvature. 
Proof: G/Ho=M whenever H is connected. If H has two components 
G/Ho is simply connected and has constant curvature, so M is isometric 
to 8 m , and 8 m is a two-fold covering of M. But then M also has constant 
CUl'vatUl'e. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.1. An odd-dimensional two-point homogeneous manifold 
is a globally symmetric Riemannian manifold. 
Proof: If M is simply connected it is isometric to a sphere, hence 
is globally symmetric. In the other case its two-fold universal covering 
is isometric to a sphere. But then M is isometric to a real projective space, 
and thus is globally symmetric. Q.E.D. 
3. The manifolds of even dimension 
If M has even dimension and is simply connected, the integral co-
homology-ring of M is a truncated polynomial ring generated by an 
element of even degree. Hence the Euler characteristic of M is positive. 
L e m m a 3. 1. The Euler characteristic of an even - dimensional 
(*)-manifold is positive. 
Proof: We only have to consider the case where :7t1(M) ~ Z2. Then 
M, the two-fold universal covering of M, is an even-dimensional homology-
sphere, and hence X(M) = 2. Denoting by bk(X) the k-dimensional Betti-
number of a space X, a well-known theorem of S. Bochner states that 
bk(M).;;;;bk(M) for O<k<m. Since bk(M)=O if k=l, ... ,m-l, we have 
that bk(M)=O if k=l, 2, ... ,m-l. Now bo(M) = 1, so X(M);;;d. Q.E.D. 
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Remark: The theorem of Bochner used in the last proof can be 
deduced easily from the following more general theorem due to B. ECK-
MANN [4J. 
Let F, P be finite polyhedra, F a regular covering of P. The group 
n of deck-transformations of this covering acts on the vector-spaces 
Hk(P; R). Let 8k be the character of the thus obtained representation of 
n on Hk(P; R). Then: 
1 
bk(P) = -I I L 8k(X) k=O, 1, ... 
n "En 
Here Inl is the order of n. Now 8k(X) <bk(F) since bk(F) is the dimension 
of the representation. This gives the Bochner inequalities. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M be an even-dimensional (*)-manifold. Then 
G is a centerless, compact and connected Lie group, and the identity 
component Ho of an isotropy group is a maximal subgroup of maximal 
rank. (i.e. Ho is not properly contained in a proper closed and connected 
subgroup of G.) 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 1.2 together 
with the fact GIHo has positive characteristic. Q.E.D. 
According to BOREL-DE SIEBENTHAL [2], the pairs (L, K) with L a 
compact, connected centerless simple Lie group, and K a closed, maximal 
connected subgroup of maximal rank, give rise to globally symmetric 
Riemannian manifolds, except in the following six cases: 1) 
1. (F4, A2 X A2) 
2. (E6, A2 X A2 X A2) 
3. (E7' A2 X A5) 
4. (Es, As) 
5. (Es, A2 X E6) 
6. (Es, A4 X A4) 
Lemma 3.2. The homogeneous spaces corresponding to the six ex-
ceptional Cases listed above are not (*)-manifolds. 
Proof: It is based on Bott's theorem. We calculate the real co-
homology, i.e. the Poincare-polynomials of the spaces in question with 
the aid of the Hirsch-formula. Denoting by P(X, t) the Poincare-poly-
nomial over R of a space X, we have: 
P(F4' t)= (1 +t3)(1 +tll)(1 +t15)(1 +t23) 
P(E6, t)=(1 +t3)(1 +t9)(1 +tll)(1 +t15)(1 +t17)(1 +t23 ) 
P(E7, t)= (1 +t3)(1 +tll)(1 +t15)(1 +t19 )(1 +t23)(1 +t27)(1 +t35) 
P(Es, t) = (1 + t3)( 1 + t15)( 1 + t23)( 1 + t27)( 1 + t35 )( 1 + t39 )( 1 + t47)( 1 + t59) 
P(A., t)=(I+t3)(I+t5)(I+t7)(I+t9) ... (I+t2B+l) 
1) The non-symmetric pair (G2, A2) gives the homogeneous space G2/A 2=S6, 
which however has an essentially unique metric in which it is a twopoint homo-
geneous space. 
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The Poincare-polynomials of the six spaces are found to be: 
1. (1 +f4)(1 +t6)2(1 +t8)(1 +t12) 
2. (1 +t4)(1 +t6)(1 +t8)(1 +t12)(1 +t2+t4+t6+t8)(1 +t6+t12)(1-t2+t4) 
3. (1 +t6)(1 +t8)(1 +t10)(1 +t12)(1 +t18 )(1 +t6+t12)(1 +t4+t8+ ... +t24) 
4. (1 +t12)(1 +t14)(1 +t18 )(1 +t8+t16 + ... +t32)(1 +t6+t12+ ... +t42) 
(1 +t1O + ... +t50 ) 
5. (1 +t4 +t8 + ... +t24)(1 + t6 + ... +t54)(1 + t12 + t24)(1 +t10 +t20 +t30 ) 
(1 +t18 +t36 ) 
6. (1 +t8)(1 +t16+t32)(1 +t4+ ... +t24)(1 +t6+ ... +t30)(1 +t6+ ... +t42) 
(1 + t10 + t20 + t30 )( 1 + t10 + ... + t50 ) 
From Bott's theorem we see that the Poincare-polynomial over R of 
a (*)-manifold is of the form: 
(d even) 
for simply connected M; in the other case bk(M) = 0 for k = 1, ... , m - 1. 
This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.1. An even-dimensional two-point homogeneous mani-
fold is a globally symmetric Riemannian manifold. 
Proof: Lemma 3.2 and the preceding paragraph imply that G/Ho is 
globally symmetric. Hence M is globally symmetric whenever H is con-
nected, in particular when M is simply connected. The only case which 
is not settled is the case where H has two components. Then G/Ho=.it, 
.it is globally symmetric, is a homology-sphere, and also is a (*)-manifold. 
But then .it must have rank 1, and so is isometric to a sphere. M itself 
is then necessarily a real projective space, and thus is globally symmetric. 
Q.E.D. 
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